How to Avoid Errors,

When Measuring
Step Gears
Heinz IRohr
here are problems in dimensional measurement that should be simple to solve
with standard measuring procedures, but
aren't.In such cases, using accepted praclice may result linerrors of hundreds of microns
without any warning that something is wrong.
One such problem, is the accurate measurement of the dimensions of the three-dimensional
track" or the motion surface, around a cylindrical
cam, or step gear (Fig. ,I). Step gears are used to
index a number of different devices such as tool

roller diameter
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changers. transfer line mechanisms and parts handling systems=-virtually any apparatus that must
accurately locate workpieces or tools for subsequent operations.
The three-dimensional track forces a cylindrical roller to move parallel to theaxis of the cylinder. The relationship between the track and the
roller is critical to the operation of the step gear ..
The challenge is to correctly measure the dimensions of the track with a coordinate measuring
machine 10 determine the axis position of the
roller as it moves on the track around the circumference of the cylinder. The po ition of the roller
axis is important since it determines where indexing will begin and endfor each "stop."
The standard procedure to determine (he position of lite roller axis is to measure two parallel
linesatthe top and bottom of the track around the
cylinder at a predefined distance from its axis.
This circular measurement is "unwrapped," and a
track radius correction is made to compensate for
the radius of the roller in order to determine the
roller's "center" position.
The error in this procedure is hidden in the
roller radius correction. To find the error, it is
important to understand the comact characteristics
of the roller as it travels the length of the track.
Typically, the roller is tapered so that it fits
snugly mto the tapered open side of the tuck. A~
the track "rises" during the rotation of the cylinder, the curve of the track aroundthe cylinder presents changing surface characteristics to the static
surface of the roller ..Due to the taper of the track.
the slope increases on the inside of the track, causing the line of contact. ofthe roller to hift off axis.
Whe.1rIthe track descends, the line of contact on.
the roller swings back past perfect alignment w.ith
the cylinder axis to the mirror image of what it
was on the ascent curve. The point of contact
between the track and roller scribes an oval rather
than a perfect circle.
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